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Introduction 
 

This document contains the test script and story ideas submitted to Exato Game Studios for 

their upcoming Steam game, Elo Hell. 

Elo Hell is choice-based, episodic, narrative sitcom game about a person trying to 

go pro in today's esports industry. Put on your tryhard pants, because things are 

about to get interesting. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Script 



Part 1: Pre-Sitcom Intro

We begin zoomed out with Chance gaming 
on his computer. It's nighttime as if he's 
playing after the midnight launch. "Also 

Sprach Zarathustra"  is playing. We zoom in, 
slowly, as we approach his butt. On the 

biggest beat, we reach the apex of his crack, 
ala an ode to Magic the Gathering buttcrack 

guy. On 3 of the big beats in the song, we 
drop each of the words "Butts. In. Chairs."  

We let the music play out a bit longer, then 
we break to the sitcom intro, where the end 
will drop the title "Name a More Iconic Duo"  
and players are then informed wtf was going 

on with that scene.

The gang (Chance, Lizzy, Jeff, Brian) is at 
"home base"  in their usual spots. It's the 

afternoon and Chance and Jeff stayed up late 
playing Echo Star the night before after the 

midnight launch.

Jeff and Chance are slumped over on the 
couch. Lizzy and Brian are awake and 

relaxed.

ONGOING JOKE: Before we begin dialog, 
and everytime Chance is introduced to a new 
chair, we do a dramatic stinger (like the main 
Terminator stinger) and zoom in on his butt 

and the chair and give it some stats.

Make the text type in and look all cool. Maybe 
use Echo Star font.

Chair type: Couch
Buttfeel: 9/10 / Buttery

Recliner?: Yes
Armrest?: Depends on spot

Good for PC Gaming?: Hell no

Zoom back out to the group.

JEFF (tired)
Chance, remind me to never let you decide our 

plans ever again.

Part 1: Post-Sitcom Intro

SaltySleepy Spicy

CHANCE (tired)
Ugh I just want to nap.

-Jeff Rep, +Salt Meter
CHANCE (tired & grumpy)
Hey, fuck off. That was just 
as much your idea as mine.

CHANCE (tired & trying to 
be fiesty)

Something something I 
carried you...  (shoos his 
hand at Jeff) Leave me 

alone.

LIZZY
(smiles and rolls eyes) 

I warned you two idiots. When did you even pass out?

Lizzy gets up and heads over to the back room briefly.

JEFF
Let's just say the sun was coming up.

CHANCE
Yeah, normally we can sleep in 'till like 2 pm on days like this. Stupid 

BBQ...

BRIAN (mild chuckle)
Man, you guys suck at rallying.

Lizzy comes back with a pan, gets between Jeff and Chance and 
bangs it really hard with a metal spoon. Jeff and Chance BOLT up.

JEFF
Jesus Lizzy! I'm up! Ok, you're gonna give me PTSD!

This next section is a 5 second response time to keep with bang 
timliness.

Fire Frost Shock

CHANCE (heavily annoyed)
Can you fucking not?!

CHANCE (awake, dramatic, 
and wide eyed)

Ah!! Pressing fucking eff(F)! 
Have some respect for the 

dead!

CHANCE (calm & mildly 
annoyed)

Ok, ok Lizzy. We're up. You 
win. Have mercy on us.

LIZZY
You party poopers best wake up. 

(brandishing metal spoon and pointing it at Chance and Jeff)                                                
So not fair. I wanted to play Echo Star last night, but wasn't allowed to, 

soooo... now you have to be awake today.

Jeff and Chance are finally recovered from the bang

CHANCE
Fine. Deal.

LIZZY
How is it anyway? 

AwfulAlrightAwesome

CHANCE
Oh man. It's SO fun! I love 
how much decision making 

is slowed down.

JEFF
(in a there, there kind of 

way) It's ok pal, we all know 
you're a bit scuffed in the 
head and need the extra 

time.

CHANCE
(fiesty) Says the guy who 

used up every second of the 
Audible Phase, every time. 

(back to discussion) 
Anyway, I also liked the new 

syncing mechanic. That 
wasn't in the beta.

JEFF (like he's been 
bothered by this and now it's 

fixed)
Yes! The fact that we can 
both build buildings now is 

so much better than before.

LIZZY
Ugh, so jealous. (pause) 

You guys mind watching me 
play a round? Chance! Duo 

with me.

CHANCE
It's fun enough. I'm hoping it 
gets better over time. Might 
post some feedback on their 

forums.

JEFF
Seriously, mate? Tell that to 
the guy who was screaming 
like a little boy when he got 

ganked in the jungle.

CHANCE
Hey, that Axion came outta 

nowhere!

CHANCE
Actually, I really didn't like it 

as much as I thought I 
would.

JEFF
Seriously? You seemed into 

it last night.

LIZZY
(fake cough) That's what 

she said.

CHANCE
(chuckle) Well I was playing 

with you, which helped. 
(pause, letting up) I'll keep 
playing and give it another 

chance, obviously, but I 
expected more I guess.

LIZZY
Ugh, well I'm jealous 

anyway. (pause) Do you 
guys mind watching me play 
a round? Chance? Duo with 

me.

SpicySweetCheese

OPTION NOT 
AVAILABLE if player 

picked " fire"  in 2nd to 
last choice or "awful"  

in last

CHANCE
Hell yeah! Bring on the 

pain train!

LIZZY
(jokingly unamused) Jeff, 
do you want to duo with 

me instead?

CHANCE
Hey! No, ok. I want to 

play.

LIZZY
mmhmm

CHANCE
Yeah, I wouldn't have 

picked Jeff either.

JEFF
(exasperated) C'mon, you 

never duo with me!

LIZZY
Silver, Jeff. Silver.

JEFF
Damnit, you're really 

never going to let me live 
that down, are you?

LIZZY
Git gud.

+Lizzy Rep
CHANCE

Yeah, sounds fun. I'll try 
not to captain the game 
so you can figure it out.

LIZZY
Much appreciated.

LIZZY
Ok bois. (waves everyone 
up off the couch) Let's go.

Cut to Lizzy's room, with 
people already in their 

positions. Zoom into Echo 
Star on Lizzy's computer.

PROCEED TO BUTTS IN CHAIR 
MINIGAME:

We start to zoom into Chance's Echo 
Star computer, but as we get close, 
the camera suddenly stops. It then 

moves down to Chance's butt and we 
drop the same stinger about a new 

chair. 

Chair type: Wooden
Comfort Level: -15

Recliner?: No
Armrest?: No

Good for PC Gaming?: If you're into pain.

It wiggles a little bit in discomfort. We 
drop a message: "Keep Chance's butt 

awake!"

We play a series of Echo Star music 
and sound clips, with the minigame 

going on, keeping the cheeks 
balanced on the chair. If you get too 

far on one side, we trigger voiced lines 
from the gang that tell you you're 

sucking in Echo Star. If that happens, 
Chance says his butt is falling asleep, 
and such. Will get more in depth later.

Keeping his butt awake means you 
win Echo Star. If it falls asleep, you 

lose.

Part 2: Post-Echo Star 
Chair Intro

OPTION NOT 
AVAILABLE if player 
picked "awful"  in last

If you won 
minigame

If you lost 
minigame

Everyone is chilling in Lizzy's room after the 
game. Brian is on the bed overlooking Lizzy's 

computer while Jeff is near Chance on 
Lizzy's extra laptop.

LIZZY
Dude, what was that? You 

totally threw!

BRIAN
Yeah, bro. I don't even really 

know what was going on, 
but I could tell you sucked.

CHANCE
Oh my god. Playing in this 

chair was a serious 
nightmare. I could barely 

focus.

LIZZY
GG. That was super fun!

BRIAN
Yeah I was actually getting 

into that just watching. Pretty 
sick game.

CHANCE
No thanks to this chair. 

Jesus Lizzy, what kind of 
sadistic torture device is 

this?

LIZZY
(feigned because she 

knows) Oh yeah, forgot 
about that. My bad. *snicker*

JEFF
Let me check this out.

Chance stands up and Jeff 
sits down in the chair

JEFF
Yikes. Feels like I just sat on 

a sea urchin. You used to 
game in this?!

LIZZY
Yeah, back before I got this 

baby.

Lizzy rubs her hands on 
the arm rests. It's a 

Herman Miller style chair.

LIZZY
(kind of braggy/salesy) Full 

lumbar support, mesh 
cushions, padded armrests. 

It's pre-tty glorious.

CostUpbeat Grumpy

CHANCE
How much did that run you?

LIZZY
My mom got it for me for 
Christmas. I think it's like 

$600.

BRIAN
Holy shit. My computer 

didn't even cost that much.

DreamyJealous

CHANCE
Daaam Lizzy, I wish my 

mom would buy me stuff like 
that.

LIZZY
(cocky/playful) Yeah, my 
mom's waay cooler than 

yours.

CHANCE
Maaaan, chairs have gotten 

so awesone...

LIZZY
Hey, let's look at some cool 
chairs. I've seen your chair 
and you definitely need an 
upgrade from that wooden 
piece of shit you have. Bug 
your mom about it. Maybe 

she'll get you one.

CHANCE
How about you let me use 
that next time and we'll see 

who feeds more.

LIZZY
Aww, poor baby is blaming 
the chair for losing. Sounds 
like someone's stuck in elo 

hell.

Jeff snorts

CHANCE
I really would've done better!

BRIAN
(teasing) Just stop, Chance. 

You're embarassing 
yourself.

CHANCE
(frustraingly giving up) Oh 
my god, I hate you guys...

CHANCE
Damn that's a nice chair. 

How excited were you when 
they rolled that in? Did they 

wrap it?

LIZZY
Oh, SO stoked. Obviously 

they didn't wrap it. You have 
no idea how happy I was to 

be rid of The Rhino.

JEFF
You named it?

LIZZY
Yeah, because it always felt 
like there was a horn in my 

ass.

CHANCE
I mean my chair isn't too 

much better.

GrumpyCurious Sarcastic

CHANCE
Ah yes, nothing quite like the 
exhilaration of shopping for 

chairs. I'm in!

JEFF
Are you guys ready to dive 
into the wild and wonderful 
world of chairs?! We've got 
folding, we've got reclining, 
we've even got chairs with 

cup holders!

BRIAN
Guys, stop. My excitement is 
too immense. I've never felt 

so alive!

LIZZY
Yes, I get it, it's just chairs. 
There are cool ones, trust 

me!

CHANCE
I had no idea you were so 
passionate about chairs, 

Lizzy.

LIZZY
Well, when you have to ride 
The Rhino for most of your 
life, they become a bit of an 

obsession.

BRIAN
There is so much to unpack 

there...

LIZZY
Oh shut up ya perve.

LIZZY
Yeah yeah. Laugh it up. You 
just wait. All your butts'll be 
praising me as their Queen 
for the knowledge I'm about 

to drop on y'all.

OPTION ONLY 
AVAILABLE if player 
picked "Grumpy"  in 

last

-Lizzy Rep
CHANCE

Yeah, because shopping for 
chairs sounds SUUUPER 

fun.

LIZZY
Cut the grumpy kid routine. 
You're just mad cause you 
sucked at Echo Star. Get 

over it.

JEFF
So nice not to be the one 

getting harassed about my 
skill for a change. Let me 

savor the moment...

CHANCE
(hands up) Alright, alright.

Making Lizzy the 
Queen of Butts is 

actually Nicki 
Taylor's whole 

shtick IRL. That 
would be a good 
running joke that 
she would love.

Proceed to Part 3: 
Transition

Part 3: Transition

Back downstairs in Lizzy's living room. There 
are a few people from the BBQ in the 

background.

BRIAN
I'm kind of hungry. You guys 

want to grab some food 
before we dive into this?

LIZZY
Plenty of food outside.

BRIAN
Yeah, no... There is no way 
in hell I'm stepping out into 

your parents party.

LIZZY
(whispers) My mom's friends 

are pretty boring. I don't 
even think there's music 

playing out there. (back to 
normal, in her best bro 

accent) Wanna walk over to 
10d and get some 'zah, 

brahs?

SeriousCheese Go Along With

CHANCE
(in his best bro accent) 
Yeah, bro. Let's go grab 

some 'zah and then smash 
some brewskies in the alley.

BRIAN
Is that what you guys think I 

sound like?

JEFF
Honestly, I thought that was 
you talking the whole time.

OPTION ONLY 
AVAILABLE if player 

picked "Upbeat"  in last

CHANCE
Yeah I think my uncle's 

working today. He'll hook us 
up.

JEFF
You know I can't say no to 

free... 'zah.

BRIAN
Yeah, you guys aren't 
allowed to call it that 

anymore.

CHANCE
Well, she had a good run, 
guys. Rest in Pepperoni, 

Lizzy. May Cheesus Crust 
have mercy on your soul.

JEFF
Praise be.

LIZZY
Alright ya jokers, let's go. 
(pause, yelling to other 

room) Moooom! We're going 
to 10d. Be back soon. Ok, 
love you, byeeee! (back to 
crew) Hurry before she can 

say no.

Everyone rushes out

Part 4: Pizza Place

Part 4: Pizza Place

Inside of the pizza place. Gang is sitting in a 
booth. New chair stinger!

Chair type: Booth
Comfort Level: Broken in from the butts of a 

thousand patrons.
Recliner?: No
Armrest?: No

Good for PC Gaming?: Don't be ridiculous.

DAVID
(looking slightly frazzled) 
Hey guys. Weren't you 

supposed to be at a BBQ?

UpbeatCheese So Boring

CHANCE
We wanted some time away from the adults to figure out what 

we should be... cutting the cheese into.

The gang shakes their heads. David chuckles.

CHANCE
...Because we are researching chairs and are at a pizza place. 

Come on...

DAVID
(looking around) Well, I'm pretty slammed right now, but I'll bring 

a pizza out to you when I can.

CHANCE
Thanks, Uncle David.

CHANCE
Hanging out with a bunch of people 3 times our 

age? (comically exaggerated) I think not!

LIZZY
I'm schooling them on the art of butts in chairs.

JEFF
She's dubbed herself the Queen of Butts.

DAVID
Heh, well you kids have fun. (looking around) I'm 

pretty slammed right now, but I'll bring a pizza 
out to you when I can.

CHANCE
We wanted to get some fresh air ... you know, see the world! Plus, we've got a little research 

project in the works.

LIZZY
I'm schooling them on the art of butts in chairs.

JEFF
She's dubbed herself: Queen of Butts!

CHANCE
(makes motion of knighting Lizzy with an imaginary sword)

DAVID
Heh, you kids have fun. (looking around) I'm pretty slammed right now, but I'll bring a pizza out to 

you when I can.

BRIAN
He seems off today.

CHANCE
Yeah, probably just busy.

LIZZY
(looking at her phone while talking to the gang, 

occasionally looking at them) OK, check this out. I 
brought up my three favorite chairs I was looking at. 

JEFF
That ... was suspiciously fast.

LIZZY
Yup. I posted about it a while back.

Pull up a fake phone screen with her blog post 
up about chairs. The three are: DXRacer, Herman 

Miller, and Ingrem lookalikes unless we get 
sponsors.

Jeff and Lizzy's lines are 
optional if we want to maybe 

incorporate the idea that 
Lizzy has a blog. Also kind 
of a throwback to Barney's 
blog in HIMYM. Obv that 
show is on my mind lol.

IngremHerman Miller DXRacer

CHANCE
(whistles approvingly) Ohh 

yeah, those chairs are mega 
popular on the esports 

circuit. I see them on like 
every stream and 

tournament. They are pretty 
awesome looking.

LIZZY
Yeah, that's what drew me to 

them.

CHANCE
I honestly can't tell anymore 
if I want one because I see 
them all the time or if they 

are legit good chairs.

LIZZY
They have mixed reviews. 
Most people complain that 

they don't have enough 
cushion. I think they're 

mostly just flair.

CHANCE
Sweet mother of god, what is that 

thing?

LIZZY
It's this awesome desk/chair hybrid 

that reclines and massages. So 
cool, right?!

CHANCE
Yes! How is that only $3k?

JEFF
It looks like it should be like $30k! I 
think my parents spent like $3k on 

some basic executive desk and 
you're telling me you can get that for 

the same price?

LIZZY
I know! Butt goals, amirite?

CHANCE
Life goals

BRIAN
You don't think it's a little 

excessive?

Everyone glares at him

BRIAN
(hands up) Alright, forget I said 

anything.

Trying not to use 
their names so the 

writing doesn't 
have to be edited 

if we can't get 
sponsors.

CHANCE
Isn't this the chair you got?

LIZZY
Yeah, it's widely considered 
the best office chair, but as 
you can see, they are pretty 

pricey.

Come back to 
Pinhead 

reference. Kinda 
obscure at this 

point.

Chair is super 
creaky and 

annoying on top of 
being 

uncomfortable.

Possible later 
season scene: 
Callback to the 
printer scene in 
Office Space 

where they smash 
it. We can do that 
for "The Rhino."

Cringe

CHANCE
Oooo, someones a little 

eager for a front row ticket 
to my godlike skills.

LIZZY
Ew. Just ew.

BRIAN
Bro...

CHANCE
Sorry... It was funnier in 

my head.

Add additional stats for chair...or a 
health bar!

That way we can show whether or not it 
is likely to break...!

Also, buffs and saps ... cup holder, 
lumbar support, AI game rig (which 
could go horribly horribly wrong!)

Maybe a chibi anime-style icon for the chair with 
the stress/health level being various states of 

distress in the face on the chair? 
(worried/nervous, sweat drop,  pain, happy, "oh 

crap!" , etc)
Are there ways to keep the butt awake and 

happy? :) Like cushions? Butt salve? or 
transdermal patches? ;)  Temp, timed add-on's 

that could be acquired to improve the stats of the 
chair? Arm rest, lumbar support, etc.

I keep thinking there needs to be a 
Finding Nemo "he touched the butt"  

reference somewhere in here:)

If I'm reading the character bio for Chance's mom correctly, 
Chance's dad died when he was young. My feeling is he would 
just referenece his Mom here and Lizzy, knowing this, would 

only refer to her own Mom (and not her parents), out of respect

How do they get to the pizza place? Do 
they take a bus? If they do, it could be 

another chance to introduce a mini chair 
game. 

Maybe Lizzy as the Queen of Butts leading 
them on some epic quest, challenging the 

others to collect things for her... 

BRIAN
He seems off today.

CHANCE
Yeah, probably just tired of being....the butt of everyone's jokes.

Collective groans from the gang. Lizzy shakes her head

JEFF
You're just a butt

LIZZY
(looking at her phone while talking to the gang, occasionally looking at them)  Focus! OK, check this out. 

I brought up my three favorite chairs I was looking at. 

JEFF
That ... was suspiciously fast.

CHANCE
It's like you were planning this all along. 

(entones) "Let me tell you why I've called you all here..."

LIZZY
Seriously? (shakes her head) I posted about it a while back.

Pull up a fake phone screen with her blog post up about chairs. The three are: DXRacer, Herman 
Miller, and Ingrem lookalikes unless we get sponsors.

CHANCE
Still though... cheap or sweeet?

JEFF
(perking up a bit as if hit with a revelation)

Dude! What we need is a competitiion

CHANCE
(laughs) Like dance dance revolution?...butt with chairs?

Groans from the gang

JEFF
(half-laughs) No seriously! Like ... Mortal Kombat or something

CHANCE
Dude, there's no contest. The Ingrem would totally own the Herman. It 

just looks like it's basic move is an Ultimate

JEFF
Uh uh. The Herman's all stealth. It just makes people think it's been 

nerfed but really... BAM and you're gone

BRIAN
You're all crazy.

David shows up with pizza

LIZZY
OK...hold those thoughts

They're chowing down on the pizza but it's pretty clear that they're 
all seriously distracted ... they can't stop thinking about the dream 

chairs

JEFF
 OK, I'm totally going to dream about chairs tonight...

CHANCE
...and butts...

LIZZY
...you would...

JEFF
Guys. If we're ever going to be serious we gotta get serious gear. How 

are we ever going to get something like that?

CHANCE
Squad goals

LIZZY
Yeah. It's not like we could get four of them. But maybe...one?

CHANCE
Yeah. We could all take turns. 

LIZZY
(laughs skeptically) So who'd go first? you?

CHANCE
Well...yeah! (mock scoffing) It's my idea (grins)
Anyway, we've got to come up with something...

BRIAN
We could get a sponsor.

JEFF
(laughs) We've gotta get good first   

LIZZY
(Lizzy checks the time)

Speaking of... my boring parents and their boring friends have probably 
bored themselves to death by now. 

CHANCE
Yeah. Let 's pack it up. I'll get my uncle to get us a 

box.
(gets David's attention)

JEFF
Buuuufff!

CHANCE
(laughing) You wish

JEFF
(slightly exasperated as if this were a 

long-standing sore point)
Yeah right. 

(A little slower as if trying to spell it out and 
make a point)

Energy food. We're in training mode now!

BRIAN
(laughs) I'm gonna go with my man on this 

one.
(Jeff gives Chance a 'See?! Told you so' look)

(David returns with box)

CHANCE
Sweeeet.

UpbeatCheese

JEFF
Snackage!

LIZZY
Heck yeah!

BRIAN
(laughs) If we're training, we gotta go 

with the carbs.

(Jeff gives everyone a 'See?! Told you 
so' look)

(David returns with box)

CHANCE
Sweet!

DAVID
(grins at the gang) Packing it in already? You usually close this 

store with me.

JEFF
Yeah. We have this new game Echo Star to check out.

LIZZY
(eyes go wide with an AHEM expression)

JEFF
(chuckles) OK OK  (glancing at Lizzy) some of us have to check it 

out.
(Lizzy returns a 'THANK YOU' nod)

DAVID
(grins) Alright. Good to see you kids. 

Chance, tell your mom I say hi

CHANCE
Will do, Uncle David. Thanks again for the pizza!

(David waves and heads off)

JEFF
(nods) Good plan. I could eat your 

uncle's pizza all day.

LIZZY
Heck yeah.

BRIAN
(nods) For real.

(David returns with box)

CHANCE
Sweet.

Serious

LIZZY
(practically nudging people out of the booth)

OK let's get going people! Some of us (glancing over 
at Brian) have a game to play.

If sponsorship doesn't come through, the 
specific mentions of the chair names could 

be changed to their imaginary 
counterparts or replaced with more vague 
references (e.g., "That chair Lizzy has"  or 

"That killer chair" )

   Heading back to home base
Another mini game?

Cheese So Boring Upbeat

BRIAN
(looking around) This place is packed.

CHANCE
'Cause 10d's 'zah is awwwesome.

LIZZY
(looking at her phone while talking to the gang, 

occasionally looking at them) OK, check this out! I 
brought up my three favorite chairs I was looking at. 

JEFF
(laughs) Wow. That ... was suspiciously fast.

LIZZY
Yup!  I posted about it a while back.

Pull up a fake phone screen with her blog post 
up about chairs. The three are: DXRacer, Herman 

Miller, and Ingrem lookalikes unless we get 
sponsors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IMEw2jM8_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IMEw2jM8_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IMEw2jM8_w
https://imgur.com/gallery/sqJDm


Story Ideas 
 

1. POWER MOVE 

• Jeff and Chance think the way to get ahead in Echo Star is to perform some strange, complicated 

power move they read about in a forum…  they try and ‘train’ themselves, perhaps with 

references to Yoda/Star Wars and The Karate Kid (‘no try only do,’ carrying large weights, 

strange exercises (like ‘wax on/wax off’) all to get ahead)  

• maybe Chance thinks he needs to go on a ‘vision quest’ to find himself…something that could 

become a recurring theme. Chance and Jeff look for their respective ‘spirit’ or ‘gaming’ animals 

• they get kidded for it, but wind up getting in shape and more focused, which is really what pays 

off for them in the game… the secret technique isn’t so much of a thing in the end, but they do 

have a bit more success in speed. Jeff manages a power move he missed a thousand times 

before and Chance bests his time on a supply run. 

2. SWAG! 

  The gang *needs* some for their clubhouse … they go to epic lengths to get some 

3. EPIC QUEST!  

 Lizzy is convinced that she’s found some cool meta narrative in Echo Star and goes down the 

 rabbit hole herself looking for it 

4. TOURNAMENT! 

- The first regional Echo Star competition is coming up! They have to train! Frantic energy-

drink fueled sessions! Silly, cheesy 10d-fueled all niters. Chairs! We need more chairs! And 

money! And transportation! Maybe Chance gets a job at 10d’s. Maybe Lizzy convinces her 

mom to front some of the money since she’s one of the gang’s top players at this point and 

could earn a spot/sponsorship. 

- And maybe a team pass! 

5. GEAR! 

• Not *just* chairs. Some other sweet, crazy piece of gamer gear. Some weird power gloves? Is it 

something silly but practical? 

• As part of another episode, Brian picks up some sweet headsets (Turtle Beach Elite Pro 

Tournament?) 

• It’s a bonding moment, they’re all using the same gear now. 

• Maybe one of the other gang members has been working on a team symbol/name for 

team/clan in the background. Lizzy is definitely part of that, since she’s so into lore and the 

importance/meaning of words. The gang really starts coming together.  

• Maybe even if Lizzy isn’t the one to come up with the name (it almost seems like it would be 

best if it were a spontaneous event that occurs after several episodes and suddenly presents 

itself…like “yeah! We should totally call ourselves….X”) she would keep a blog of their team’s 



stories, chronicling all of their achievements and major events – she might also wield the phrase 

“that’s going in the book!” 

• They make stickers to put on everything including the head sets 

 

6. TRAINING! 

 Pulling together all of the threads from various episodes, self-dubbed Queen of Butts decides 

 they need to actually get into shape. So, she develops an exercise regimen and works with 

 Chance’s mom (who likes working out according to the bios) for all of them to train together. 

 Brian helps Lizzy formulate some of the practices as well.  Maybe they find some other 

 exercises. Inevitable jokes and groans about wrist exercises. 

7. BOOSTS! 

 An ongoing theme: quest for the perfect drink/food combo. They keep testing and sampling 

 until they have this enormous pile/table full of things to try. Like some crazy hobbit gamer feast. 

8. NEMESIS! 

• Chance or Jeff begin complaining about this new kid playing Echo Star and crushing everyone 

else. He’s super cocky and arrogant (and rumor has it he’s not even in high school which makes 

it even harder on their egos) but really good. They think he’s a bot. They think he’s 

cheating…but he’s just good. General silliness but real frustration… they build a conspiracy-

theory shrine board…with notes and strategies. 

 

• They train and train. In the end, they can’t beat him. Lizzy and Brian help out, but they still can’t 

beat him. In the end, Lizzy takes a step back and looks at it from a metagaming perspective.  

 

• They fix some of their moves and get a bit luckier. In the end, they still wind up losing, and she it 

to them that it was another bonding experience that made them come closer as a team and 

improve their skills. 

 

• PLAYER TRAITS  

- With Brian’s background, he might be a good person to help with tactics and strategy - Brian 

would be a good team leader 

- Chance might be the showy, dramatic player (dying often in a blaze of glory as he goes for 

that super risky move) 

- Jeff might be the occasionally gutsy player willing to try out new moves 

- Lizzy would be great in special missions, and Brian would be a good team leader 

 

• TEAM BOARD/CHRONICLE/AWARDS 

Maybe this is part of a larger metagaming narrative as the gang begins to learn the ropes of 

Echo Star – they celebrate each level of the game they achieve. Maybe a board? Have their own 

special prizes/awards? They get to choose the pizza toppings? (and they know Chance always 

has the craziest ones) 

 



9. EVENT DAY! 

• There’s some super-secret in-game event coming up! What is it? When is it? So much 

theorizing! Maybe there are clues/easter eggs … they try to piece it together 

 

• Is it something fun? Silly? Useful? What it turns out to be isn’t as important as the comedic 

elements of them going crazy trying to figure stuff out. Diagrams and maps and  hanging upside 

down. General silliness and movie tropes.  

 

10. EPIC MOMENT(S)/MOMENT OF AWESOME! 

 Echo Star is relatively new, but are there or could there be some truly epic ‘holy crap they pulled 

 it off!’ moments that they could references/witness and strive for. Something to pop up as 

 running lines in the episodes. Maybe like a weekly game update sort of thing: “Check out 

 Xteam’s savage raid!”  and dreaming they could be there/come up with crazy moves that would 

 enshrine them like those others 

11. SEASONS 

• Summer chillax; job 

  Casual gaming, lots of planning 

▪ Chance tries to get a job at 10d’s 

▪ Brian - maybe he’s helping out his dad or some other family member  

• Fall  socialize 

  Trying to find that balance; working into a groove; setting up game schedule 

  Local con featuring new games including Echo Star – meet Amy the cosplayer?  

  and some other secondary/tertiary characters there? 

• Winter holidays 

  Having to work around the fam; Lizzy’s got time though, so she’s catching up a 

  bit (maybe she spent some extra time during the year with her course work) 

• Spring  graduate 

  Mild panic, more planning, tournaments! 

 

 12. ELO HELL! 

- Everyone’s still debating whether this is a thing in general 

- The gang’s been running solo and demo maps in order to get a feel for Echo Star – there’s 

word that the game will eventually be implementing a tiered system like LoL, but it hasn’t 

been introduced yet … so, there’s some concern, especially with Jeff, that their ranking will 

tank even before they play the full game 

- HOT SPOT - Perhaps the gang has their own version of ELO Hell…like ‘pwn it!’ they get stuck 

in the crappy chair if they make some pubber move during a match – maybe they even have 

some little plush demon or some other weird, oddly-colored plush (like something you’d get 

from a crane machine or some random swag from a con years ago … like some vaporware 

game) that they first throw at the offender  

- IT’S JUST A DREAM – Maybe Chance is having nightmares about getting stuck in some 

fantasy version hell of ELO Hell… just an off-handed remark to toss in from time to time… a 



recurring theme with occasionally vivid details that shows us until after the ranking system 

is introduced 

 

13. THE META META GAME 

 - what’s the best way to play ECHO STAR? 

 - are there particular roles that each of the gang members fulfill through their archetypes alone? 

14. THE META-PHOR 

 - as we’re looking at different character arcs over the course of the episodes, we should explore 

 the parallel between escaping a game-based ELO Hell and that of that of real life 

 - parental figures and teachers are in jobs/life situations that they don’t like and feel that 

 they’ve settled; that external forces have pushed them down the ranks to their current 

 position… but, if they strive to improve themselves, they can move up in rankings 

 - same goes with each of the other characters: 

o Jeff can become a competitive gamer 

o Chance can get a job, get a girlfriend (Lizzy) and show that he can have a family life 

even though he doesn’t have a father 

o Brian will get through senior year and get a scholarship to college 

o Lizzy will become more assertive and directed in what she wants to do and who she 

wants to be with 

 


